


ACREW ANTIBES
AT PORT VAUBAN, FRANCE

ACREW returns to Antibes on the 11th and 
12th October this year for a two-day event 
full of learning and knowledge sharing. 
Demonstrating a commitment to crew 
advancement and learning, this event will 
be filled with invaluable workshops for all 
departments. Hosted in the arches of the 
historical city wall, a relaxed and friendly 
atmosphere will be created exclusively for the 
ACREW community. 

It is a great opportunity for crew to meet 
fellow crew over lunch, a workshop or 
a happy hour, as the Winter season 
approaches.
ACREW is also providing some great one 
to one advice from a range of experts on 
important personal Superyacht topics. 
If your interested in attending  the event - 
sign up on www.acrew.com for free now 
and reserve your spot! Don’t miss out!

Lunches on Thursday & Friday
12.30 - 14.00
BBQ, Braai, Barbie - call it as you wish! Join 
us for the ULTIMATE lunchtime grill. Drinks will 
be flowing, tunes will be playing and the sun 
will (hopefully) be shining over beautiful Port 
Vauban. See you there! Vegan and vegetarian 
options available. Food by Boucherie Fabre 
and drinks by the famous VSF Bar.

         

Schedule of events
18.30

Red Carpet

18.30 - 19.30
Welcome Cocktail

19.30
Dinner

20.00 - 20.15
Crew Awards Grand Opening

20.15 - 21.30
Award Ceremony

21.30 - 00.00
After Party featuring international 

DJ Dani L. Mebius and surprise acts

Le Palace, Nice
3 Place de l’Armée du Rhin, 

06300 Nice, France
13 18:30

Oct

2018

Time

ANTIBES

CREW CONSULTATIONS
You can book your consultations on the Events Pageon www.acrew.com!

ANTIBESANTIBES



ACREW ANTIBES AT PORT VAUBAN, FRANCE
EVENT SCHEDULE 

THURSDAY 11th OCTOBER FRIDAY 12th OCTOBER 
09.00 - 10.30
Courageous Conversations
Crew Glue

09.00 - 10.30
Super Systems for 
Superyachts
Akumendo

10.45 - 12.15
Marvellous Marble
The Crew Academy

10.45 - 12.15
Minor Wound Care and 
Suturing: The Basics
MedAire &  RDT, a Philips 
Company

12.30 - 14.00
Lunch

14.00 - 15.30
Bio technological Products: 
Teak maintenance, Odor 
Elimination & Waste Water 
Treatment
Nautiel Services

14.00 - 15.30
A helping Hand trough 
Costums
YMCA

16.00 - 17.30
Connectivity Trends & 
Challenges 3 Ways To 
Improve Guest Experience 
And Superyacht Operations
KVH

16.00 - 17.30
Can you Taste the Diffence?
VSF Group

16.00 - 17.30
How do I get a B1 Visa?
AYSS

17.30 - 19.30
HAPPY HOUR
VSF Group

Suitable for all crew. When we have conflict on-board, whether that be with guests, 
owners or our own crew – we will respond in several different ways.   In this session we 
take a light-hearted look at what happens, why and what to do about it!   We will share 
some simple tips to help you to manage your relationships with your fellow crew, and 
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Fun and laughter guaranteed along with some really useful learning…!    

Akumendo will be showing crew members all there is to know about their state-of-the-art 
user interface’s for Guest and Crew AV IT systems on board. An invaluable workshop for 
Engineers and Chief Stews.
Learn how using a virtual guest book will save hours of time and how the App can aid 
you in simplifying watch schedueles. Give their alert system a try which can be used to 
communicate with guests as well as internally with crew.

During this workshop you will be educated about the different types of Marble you 
are exposed to on Super Yachts and are expected to care for and maintain in peak 
condition. You will learn of what makes Marble different to other stones and why it needs 
to be treated in such a special way. You will also learn the different Origins of Marble, 
Colours, How they get the Veins and Swirls, Mining Process, Different Finishes and Care 
Management to help ensure that your Marble is always looking marvellous. You will 
develop a much greater understanding of the correct products to use on Marble and why 
it is so important to the successful maintenance of the interior.

In this short introductory workshop, we will look at the basics of treating those frequent 
minor bumps and scrapes that occur onboard, and have a practical session on suturing 
to refresh your skills. We will also review major bleed management to ensure you feel 
prepared capable and confident in all eventualities. In conjunction with RDT, a Philips 
Company, we will look at taking vital signs and calling for assistance via the Tempus IC2 
unit.

BBQ Time!
Sponsored by VSF Group, Boucherie Fabre, Heinen & Hopman and Graze

This interactive workshop will outline great power of biotechnological maintenance 
products while caring about the environment.
TEAK – The properties of teak wood, why stains appear and how to maintain and clean 
it. With plenty of real teak for crew to get their hands on, Nautiel Cleaning Services will 
share their expert tips and tricks with all manner of stains, wear and tear and maintenance 
issues. Biological teak cleaner is the new frontier in cleaning technology as it is non-toxic, 
easy to use and environmentally friendly. Crew will have the opportunity to try this out live 
in the workshop.
ODORS and WASTE WATER TREATMENTS. Once more, biotechnological products 
make the difference, solving some of the biggest matters on board, in a completely new 
approach, totally efficient and environment friendly using the power of the nature.  

Customs. Can you be too prepared? In YMCAs interactive workshop you will learn how 
to tackle situations such as having cash, weapons and drugs onboard, investigate your 
privacy rights, and your liability. You will be exposed to how you should communicate 
with the officers themselves and examine the realms of VAT for superyachts. The session 
will conclude with an open Q&A, where the team at YMCA, alongside other experienced 
captains and officers will share their genuine experience and knowledge to help you 
cope with customs next season!

Expectations for communications and connectivity are changing with new developments 
such as the Internet of Things, an increased demand for more data onboard, and the need 
to safeguard against cyber security threats.
This informative workshop for Captains, Engineers, First Officers, and ETOs will cover 
connectivity trends and challenges impacting today’s communications onboard, and 
discuss three ways to leverage connectivity to improve guest experience and superyacht 
operations:
· Understanding data consumption
· Guarding against cyber threats
· Managing all the devices onboard

Come and taste your way across the globe! We will be showing several wines in a blind 
tasting from the ‘New’ and ‘Old’ World, to see what their main differences are. Fun, 
relaxed and informative with a glass of wine or three, what better way to learn something 
new!

B1 visas - a headache for so many crew! Join us in an interactive workshop to learn 
all there is to know about applying for B1 Visas. Hosted by the expert, Debora Radtke 
from American Yacht Agents, who was recently on a panel with the Department of State 
and CBP. A real insight into the requirements is explored. Without proper knowledge on 
applying and protecting your status things can rapidly get complicated for crew. Participate 
in a Q&A session to conclude the workshop and get all your missing answers. B1 visas - a 
headache for so many crew! Join us in an interactive workshop to learn all there is to know 
about applying for B1 Visas. Hosted by the expert, Debora Radtke from American Yacht 
Agents, who was recently on a panel with the Department of State and CBP. A real insight 
into the requirements is explored. Without proper knowledge on applying and protecting 
your status things can rapidly get complicated for crew. Participate in a Q&A session to 
conclude the workshop and get all your missing answers.

Let’s come together for drinks after a day of learning. Meet the crew docked right next to 
you and get to know them! The famous VSF Bar is open for us with beers, wines and soft 
drinks.

For this Event Planning and Destination Management Workshop, crew will be informed of 
what it takes to plan the perfect guest trip and what it takes to create the most memorable 
and smooth event your guests have ever had.
We go through information presentation to guests (and the best way to do it), what a 
Guest trip entails including; planning, provisioning, budgeting, staffing, entertainment, 
menus, and more, followed by the chance to create their own DREAM event for their 
guests in a setting or location that may not be the most convenient or accessible being on 
a yacht. A successful guest trip and smooth events can stay with your guests for life!

A Hull of a subject – With Jotun leading the market in marine anti-fouling technology, 
the workshop will enable the attendees to further understand how the technology of anti-
fouling is continuing to improve and meet the demands of the unique superyacht market, 
enabling them to benefit from an increase in operational efficiency.

The holy-grail of leadership is getting your crew to a place where they can 
manage their working day without you, freeing you up to do your own job.
The way to achieve that is to use the right style of leadership for the individual. One of the 
most effective is coaching. In this session we will share a simple format to follow which you 
can use from the moment you walk back on-board. This high energy interactive and very 
practical session will give you everything you need to start coaching your crew to deliver 
results with the minimum of supervision.

What are your goals in yachting, for many crew making their money work harder is 
one of them. Hosted by a former yachtie who is now a full-time property investor, this 
workshop will cover the in’s and out of investing your money in UK property, starting with 
the very basics. Anchor Property provides bespoke property services to crew of almost all 
nationalities, allowing them to invest in the UK. They will be available for the duration of 
the event to discuss property tax, mortgages and the many benefits of property investment.

BBQ Time! 
Sponsored by VSF Group, Boucherie Fabre, Heinen & Hopman and Graze

Whether you work on a private or charter boat, guests will be truly impressed if your 
interior is following the latest fashion. Blue Diamond Decorating provides an interactive 
workshop about a modern look on board through studying the changes in interior fashion. 
You will take a look into the performance and sustainability of the different materials over 
time when exposed to the sun or spillages allowing you to assess which may be most 
practical on board your yacht. Feel free to bring along photos of your interior you may 
want knowledgeable advice on and for futur collaboration!

Cybersecurity – how the industry should be viewing Cyber Security going forward (By 
Admarel) 
Superyachts can easily be seen as just fun places for having a good time, but it’s when 
people relax and let their guard down that they are most vulnerable. Superyachts are 
highly sophisticated pieces of equipment to which people entrust their safety, security and 
privacy. Cybersecurity is an important part of that. Cyber attacks are steadily increasing 
in the maritime sector at large, and a number of private yachts have already fallen victim. 
It is only a matter of time before superyachts start attracting more attention from cyber 
criminals. Are you prepared? 
  
- The challenges facing superyacht security 
- Risks and threats and taking precautions 
- Further recommendations in what to do against cybersecurity

In this short introductory workshop we will refresh your knowledge of onboard fracture 
management and spinal immobilisation equipment, and consider how 
these devices will assist you in managing a casualty onboard for a number of hours, 
and things to consider in the event that you need to transport them around the vessel. In 
conjunction with RDT a Philips Company, we will explore the importance of monitoring 
patient vital signs, and demonstrate how these can be live streamed to shore with Tempus 
IC2. In this short introductory workshop we will refresh your knowledge of onboard fracture 
management and spinal immobilisation equipment, and consider how these devices will 
assist you in managing a casualty onboard for a number of hours, and things to consider 
in the event that you need to transport them around the vessel. In conjunction with RDT a 
Philips Company, we will explore the importance of monitoring patient vital signs, and 
demonstrate how these can be live streamed to shore with Tempus IC2.

The Professional Yachting Association (PYA) provides an insider guide on how to prepare 
for and apply for your OOW. The workshop will cover:
• The application process for MCA NoE leading to a CoC
• Required certificates for application for  OOW 3000
• Certificate updates, expiry dates and limitations
• Sea Service – how to record sea service, good practices, verification, testimonials
• Training Record Book (for Yacht Ratings and OOW3000) - guide on how to 

complete your TRB, do’s and don’ts, essential tasks and assessments
• Training: prerequisites, guidelines on how to get the most out of your courses and 

exam expectations. 
The most recent information and updates will be shared about the required qualifications 
for the next step on your career and qualifications ladder

Let’s come together for drinks after a day of learning. Meet the crew docked right next to 
you and get to know them! The famous VSF Bar is open for beers, wines and soft drinks.

09.00 - 10.30
Event Planning and 
Destination Management
The Crew Academy

09.00 - 10.30
Anti-Fouling Technology
Jotun

10.45 - 12.15
Captain and Coach
Crew Glue

10.45 - 12.15
Learn the What Why and 
How of the Property Industry
Anchor Property

12.30 - 14.00
Lunch

14.00 - 15.30
Is your Superyacht up to 
date with the latest Trends in 
Interior Design?
Blue Diamond Decorating

14.00 - 15.30
Cybersecurity – How the 
Industry should be viewing 
Cyber Security going forward
Admarel and FWD Innovations

16.00 - 17.30
Fracture Management and  
Spinal Immobilisation
MedAire &  RDT, a Philips 
Company

16.00 - 17.30
Sail trough your Deck 
Qualifications with the PYA 
PYA

17.30 - 19.30
HAPPY HOUR
VSF Group
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www.eis-insurance.com

Gary Ward  
gary.ward@jotun.com  
www.jotun.com

Petra Malloier
petra.malloier@vauban21.com
www.marina-port-vauban.com

Jackie Romanienko
jackie@roamingexpert.yachts
www.roamingexpert-yachts.com

Fergus Poole 
fergus.poole@gac.com 
www.gac.com

Jean Pierre Casanova 
jpcasanova@akumendo.com 
www.akumendo.com

Oliver Maher 
oliver.maher@unitedadvisersgroup.com
www.unitedadvisergroup.com

Matthew Tillman
mt@tillmandomotics.com
www.tillmandomotics.com

Carey Secrett 
marketing@pya.org 
www.pya.org

Neill Gregson 
neill.gregson@sjpp.co.uk
www.sjp.co.uk

Sara Butler 
sara.butler@medaire.com  
www.medaire.com

Christiana Cairns  
admin@ayss.org 
www.ayss.org

Glen Taylor 
glen@rdtltd.com 
www.rdtltd.com 

Sharrita Mills 
smills@mmcnv.com 
www.pdpmarina.com

Olivier Hourquet Rimbes
o.hourquet@y-pack.fr
www.y-pack.fr

Avnish Dhall 
avnish@monjin.com 
www.monjinyachting.com

Brigitte Abidaoud 
brigitte.a@bluediamonddecorating.com 
www.bluediamonddecorating.com

Paolo Belluomini 
pbelluomini@kvh.com 
www.kvh.com

Aeneas Hollins 
aeneas_hollins@christopheharbour.com 
www.christopheharbour.com

Lu Kenhard  
lu@liquidyachtwear.com 
www.liquidyachtwear.com
Thibault Fava 
tf@ymca-yachting.com 
www.ymca-yachting.com

Crew Glue 
ahoy@crew-glue.com
www.crew-glue.com

Chris Turley
chris.turley@ebury.com  
www.ebury.com

Ricard Garcia 
ricard@nautiel.com 
www.nautiel.com

Jack Wathen
jack@anchorproperty.co.uk
Anchor Property

Velislava Ilieva 
vilieva@astillerosdemallorca.com 
www.astillerosdemallorca.com

Malou Bense 
m.bense@admarel.nl 
www.admarel.nl

Andrew Roch 
andrew@thecrewacademy.com  
www.thecrewacademy.com

Boris Maricevic 
bm@eis-insurance.com
www.eis-insurance.com

Danny McGowan 
DMcGowan@nautilusint.org 
www.nautilusint.org

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

REGISTER FOR FREE
Go to www.acrew.com and register for the event and any 
workshops you’d like to attend. If you have attended an 

ACREW event before, just log in!
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by michelle cézanne



EVENT SPONSORS

ACTIVITY SPONSORS

www.eis-insurance.com

by michelle cézanne
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